NAMEPLATE DATA

1. FINISH PAINT TO BE SATIN BLACK.
2. 4[1/11] WRENCH FLATS ON SHAFT FOR ACCESS TO THIS WRENCH FLAT REMOVE END COVER.
3. STAINLESS STEEL SHAFT EXT.
4. LIMITS ON AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION MEASURED AT BEARING HOUSING = .001 [.003].
5. CONNECTED FOR HIGH VOLTAGE, QUICK VOLTAGE CHANGE PLUG INCLUDED ON THE TERMINAL BOARD.

EXTERNAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM

- TERMINALS:
  - 25 [6.4] WIDE BLADES
- TOP SVRS STICKER ON BACKSIDE OF MOTOR
- SERIAL LABEL ON BACKSIDE OF MOTOR
- TOP OF HP STICKER STICKER TO BE CENTERED WITH NAMEPLATE

NOTES

- TOP DRIVING SHAFT SQUARE WITH SHAFT
- 4-R HOLE'S 3/8-16 UNC-2B MAX DEPTH OF SCREW IN CASTING .03[.16]
- MAX RUNOUT OF SHAFT NOT TO EXCEED .005 [.013] T.I.R. AT END OF SHAFT